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Annotation The article discusses the system and the machine control program for automatic eggs sorting into categories based on 
size and shape using a technical vision system. The principal difference between the considered machines for sorting eggs into categories and 
the existing sorting machines, is the separation of eggs into categories by size including substandard eggs in the stream. For photographing of 
eggs in the stream smart camera type NI-1772-EF00303A is selected, and automatic separation of egg into categories is carried by pneumatic 
actuators valve, which enables double productivity increase. The program for smart cameras «NI-1772-EF00303A» is made in the «NI 
Vision Builder AI» environment. The central node operation control system of the machine is the controller software. The program for 
"OWEN PLC 110-160" controller supporting visualization is executed in CoDeSys 2.3 environment. Experimental verification showed that 
the system allows control of the machine operation units in dynamic mode and automatic sorting of eggs in categories in the stream. 
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Introduction. The low efficiency of manual sorting of 

eggs puts a task to poultry industry for developing and amending 
control methods, that can significantly improve the quality 
control of eggs, and reduce the cost of their sorting. The 
operating principle of existing machines is based on weighing 
and separation of eggs into categories by weight, so the speed of 
the machine is limited by the inertia of the weighing mechanism. 
Promising direction of solving the problem of eggs sorting 
performance increase is the creation of robotic technology 
conveyors based on the use of technical vision tools and methods 
of automatic recognition of quality indicators of eggs. The 
fundamental difference of ideas underlying the functioning of the 
machine for automatic sorting of eggs into categories from 
existing analogues is the inflow division of eggs into categories 
by size and separation of eggs with irregular shapes and sizes[1].  
All technological operations: Feeding eggs into the control zone, 
receiving and processing an image, classification, occurs in 
motion (in dynamic mode), which provides an opportunity to 
increase productivity of sorting process at least two times. From 
geometric parameters of eggs, the closest correlation relation 
exists between the mass and the area of the egg image, where the 
correlation coefficient is 0.9891 [2,3].  

The linear and nonlinear models obtained have very 
close correlation values. This means that the linear model can be 
used to calculate the mass of the egg, using the area of its image, 
measured from the technical vision system. As a result, 
conducted research a method and program were developed for 
technological process research of determining geometric 
parameters and the division of eggs into 4 categories by size, 
separation of irregularly shaped eggs in the flow using a smart 
camera and devices for processing of information and automatic 
separation of eggs into categories [4,5]. 

Methods and materials. In the basis of the functioning 
of machines for eggs sorting into category a vision system 
principles is determined. Sorting of eggs is carried out by 
determining the geometric characteristics of egg on conveyor 
using "machine vision" Method. Based on data received from a 
smart camera an egg image processing is executed and eggs are 
sorted into four categories according to size and one group is a 
flaw. Eggs which don’t qualify by size (too large or small) and 
fail the conformity criterion of of standard form, go for flaw 

The general view of the machine for automatic sorting 
of eggs into categories is shown in the figure 1 

 

 
 

1 - Roller conveyor;  2 - cable conveyor; 3 - Smart 
camera; 4 - Control cabinet;  5 - Electric motor of the cable 

conveyor;  6 - Electric motor of roller conveyor; 7 - Encoder; 8 - 
Compressor; 9 - Group of electropneumatic valves;10 - Sorting 

table 
 

Figure 1 - General view of the machine for automatic 
eggs sorting into categories 

 
The machine for automatic sorting of eggs on the basis 

of technical vision system was made by reconstructing the egg 
grading machine "Rhythm 3-8". The mechanism of weighing and 
division of eggs into categories by weight has been completely 
replaced. Additionally smart camera , cabinet control, 
electropneumatic valves, optical sensors and compressor were 
installed. The control cabinet is equipped with a programmable 
controller, frequency converter, power supplies, relays, circuit 
breakers and mounting elements. 

The Operating principle of the new machine is based on 
digital processing of video image of eggs in real-time mode.  

The following hardware is used to control the operation 
of the machine: smart camera, frequency converter, controller, 
operator panel, power unit, compressor, encoder, optical sensors. 
The main components of the operation control system of the 
machine are shown in figure 2.  
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1 - Frequency converter; 2 - Smart camera with LED 
backlight; 

3 - The operator panel; 4 - Controller; 5 - Encoder; 6 - 
Optical sensors 

 
Figure 2 - Basic components of the operation control 

system of the machine 
 

The machine control program includes smart camera 
management software, Information processing program and 
control automatic egg sorting by the controller.  

The program for the smart camera "NI-1772-
EF00303A" is made in "NI Vision Builder AI" environment and 
implements the following functions: 

1 - Capture the frame. 
2 - Definition of the object in the frame. 
3 - Calculation of the geometric dimensions of the 

object. 
4 - Transfer of the object's size value to the main 

controller. 
All the logic and workability of the sorting machine is 

tied to a photo taken by a smart camera. After processing cadre, 
egg size values are transferred to the controller for determining 
the position and place of discharge of this egg into the 
appropriate sized sorting cell. Smart camera starts working by 
optical sensor signal "presence of eggs" in the control zone. The 
camera immediately takes a photo, which moment of spent cadre 
is shown in Figure 3, where the image of the egg on the 
transporter is seen. At this stage it is still impossible to make a 
conclusion using the egg parameters. 

 

 
 

Figure 3 - Module obtaining an image of egg on a conveyor. 
 

The second step is to transform the image of the egg by 
clipping gray shades, which allows differentiation of well-lit 
object without shadows and other dark objects in the frame. In 
the photo shown in Figure 4 the egg is clearly visible, the 
program has allocated it with a blue fill, which will be used in the 
following processing steps..  

 

 
 

Figure 4 - Threshold Image Module 
 

Step three is the detection of the object. The program 
allocates closed objects by area and calculates their sizes by 
counting the number of pixels. In Figure 5 are allocated three 
objects filtered by area of more than 100 pixels with, having 
assigned sequence number sorted in descending order by size of 
the area. Since clear boundaries of the egg were defined by the 
camera settings and filters of gray shades , we can determine the 
actual physical dimensions. The dimensions of the egg: the area, 
the length by X and the width by Y in pixels can also be seen in 
Figure 5 in the lower right corner 

 
 

Figure 5 - The module for determination of object size  
 

With "Modbus Slave" module the dimension values, 
necessary for eggs sorting, are transmitted to the controller. In 
Figure 6, we see five variables that are passed to the controller, in 
the following order: 

1. Length (large diameter); 2. Width (small diameter); 
3. Perimeter; 4. Area; 

5. The number of objects. 
 

 
 

Figure 6 - Modbus Slave Module 
 

Applied controller software 
In designing the program, the following definitions 

have been adopted. The core program unit in the environment  
"CoDeSys" is the program, then block further, then function and 
variable. 
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Controller application software performs the following 
functions: 

1. Separation eggs in size and form into five groups; 
2. Management of transporters mechanisms and 

executive devices (valves, discharge, frequency converters, 
camera); 

3. Configuration of manufacturing parameter of 
sorting technologies using the operator panel; 

4. Management and control of the machine with the 
operator panel or through supplementary "visualization", 
intended for the technician. 

Application software of the machine consists of three 
parts: 

1. program for the controller "OWEN PLC 110-160 
" with assisted visualization 

2. program for processing images; 
3. program of operator panel; 
Program for the controller "OWEN PLC 110-160 " 

with assisted visualization is executed in the CodeSys 2.3 
environment. Central node of sorting machine automation system 
is a software controller. The controller polls the operator panel, 
gauges, camera, analyzes the data and generates the appropriate 
commands to the actuators, as well as changes the configuration 
parameters of the sorting process or translates the system into 
different modes of operation by the operator's commands. 

During the development of the controller program there 
were two tasks:optimization of the operating speed program 
performance , as well as the need to monitor individual processes 
in real time operation. To meet the challenge of performance 
optimization program structure and algorithms were developed. 

Structure of the controller program. 
As a result of the analysis of data from different 

experiments, it was decided not to use "Task configurator» 
submitted by «CoDeSys" environment on the resources tab due to 
the fact that he gives this important work for us to the operating 
system controller, after which the CPU allocation becomes us 
out. Thus, we undertake the calls of all program blocks. Thus, we 
distribute processor resources, as it is necessary to solving the 
problem of sorting eggs. Program structure can be seen in 
«PROGRAM PLC_PRG» [4,5]. 

Starting with line-0001 and up to 0345, occur calls of 
program blocks at each program cycle. Here are the most 
important software (main program) blocks that require work with 
the maximum speed. For example, calculation of distances 
between eggs on the conveyor, read of camera data, etc.Lines 
0346 to 0368 represent program call application blocks (auxiliary 
software blocks) from the cycle 

«CASE step OF, END_CASE».  After, less critical (in 
terms of speed) software blocks are called such as governance of 
transporters engines, recording of configuration, visualization, 
etc. Calling these blocks takes place in turn in each cycle, only 
one block per cycle. 

 
CASE step OF 
1: Inic(); 
step:=2; 
2: Man_PRG(); 
step:=3; 
3:Viz(); 
step:=4; 
4: Motor(); 
step:=5; 
5: Panel(); 
step:=1; 
END_CASE 

 
The center of the entire main part of the program is a 

variable of type structure. 
 
 

«TYPE Yco»  
TYPE Yco : 
STRUCT 
Y_N:BYTE:=0;           (*Assigned number of egg *) 
Koef_G: REAL:=0;      (*The calculated coefficient of suitability 
in form *) 
Koef_G_Ok:BOOL:=FALSE;    (*shelf-life factor within normal 
limits *) 
Razmer_Ok:BOOL:=FALSE; (*The size is normal *) 
Yco_Ok:BOOL:=FALSE;    (*Egg is fit *) 
Dlina:REAL:=0;        (*Length of the egg in pixels *) 
Dlina_R:REAL:=0;        (*Length of egg in mm *) 
Sirina:REAL:=0;       (*Width in pixels*) 
Perimetr: REAL:=0;  (*Perimeter in pixels *) 
Plosad: REAL;    (*Egg area in pixels *) 
Obekt_W:WORD:=0;      (*Frame quality *) 
Kadr_Ok:BOOL:=FALSE;      (*Frame quality is good *) 
Zadano_Out:BYTE:=0;  (*In which basket do you reset *) 
Sbros_Out:REAL:=0;  (*Where to reset mm *) 
Poz_Aktual:REAL:=0;  (*Actual position from the camera in mm 
*) 
Poz_0:REAL;(* Current distance to the valve *) 
C_T:WORD:=0; (*Transporter counter *) 
Q_Out:BOOL; (*Switching on the valve *) 
END_STRUCT 
END_TYPE    

 
As seen in the above table, the structure describes all 

possible egg conditions on the conveyor. 
In the program, 20 variables for eggssorting and one 

intermediate variable are created. 
Program work algorithms and general information. 
In this program, algorithms and program blocks can be 

divided into two groups 1-main, and 2-secondary, auxiliary. The 
first group includes blocks directly involved in the technological 
process and requiring maximum performance. The second group 
includes algorithms for working with the operator panel and with 
mechanisms that are not critical for performance. In this 
description, we consider the most significant blocks. 

Block ”Calculation”. 
The calculation algorithm is implemented as a function 

block «FUNCTION_BLOCK Raschet».   
It performs the primary egg data calculation under the 

camera and uses the output data to populate the newly formed 
structure. 

 
«Yco»         

FUNCTION_BLOCK Raschet 
VAR_INPUT 
Perimetr: REAL; (*Perimeter in pixels *) 
Plosad: REAL; (*Egg area in pixels *) 
Obekt_W:WORD; (*Frame quality *) 
END_VAR 
VAR_OUTPUT 
Koef_G: REAL; (*The calculated coefficient of suitability in 
form *) 
Koef_G_Ok:BOOL; (*shelf-life factor within normal limits *) 
Razmer_Ok:BOOL; (*Fit to size *) 
Yco_Ok:BOOL; (*Good egg *) 
Zadanol_Out:BYTE; (*What cart reset *) 
Sbros_Out:REAL; (*In which basket do you reset *) 
Obekt_Ok:BOOL; (*Frame quality is good *) 
END_VAR 
VAR 
Block «System». 

 
The module "PROGRAM System" is executed as a 

program. The module uses combinatorial analysis of finite state 
machines for valves control and the reset egg from conveyor. 
Sets the valve operation time. The program code is shown below. 
PROGRAM Sistem 
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TP1(IN:=Kl_1 , PT:=Tim_KL , Q=> Kl_Q1, ET=>TP1_ET ); 
TP2(IN:=Kl_2 , PT:=Tim_KL , Q=> Kl_Q2, ET=>TP2_ET ); 
TP3(IN:=Kl_3 , PT:=Tim_KL , Q=> Kl_Q3, ET=>TP3_ET ); 
TP4(IN:=Kl_4 , PT:=Tim_KL , Q=> Kl_Q4, ET=>TP4_ET ); 
TP5(IN:=Kl_5 , PT:=Tim_KL , Q=> Kl_Q5, ET=>TP5_ET ) 

 
To variables: Kl_Q1, KL_Q2, Kl_Q3, KL_Q4, KL_Q5. 

directly attached are valves to reset eggs from sorting conveyor.  
Block «C Transport». 
The algorithm of «C_Transport» is implemented as a 

function block. It calculates the position of the egg on the 
transporter and logs the calculated data in an appropriate 
structure that gives permission to open the appropriate sorting 
conveyor relief valve. 
FUNCTION_BLOCK C_Transport 
VAR_INPUT 
Yco_in:Yco; 
END_VAR 
VAR_OUTPUT 
Yco_out:Yco; 
Kl_1:BOOL; 
Kl_2:BOOL; 
Kl_3:BOOL; 
Kl_4:BOOL; 
Kl_5:BOOL; 
END_VAR 

 
The "Nomer" block assigns its individual number to the 

newly formed structure. 
 

FUNCTION_BLOCK Nomer 
VAR_INPUT 
Puls:BOOL; (*Eggs on camera*) 
END_VAR 
VAR_OUTPUT 
Nomer:BYTE; (*Egg`s number*) 
END_VAR 
Block  «Motors» 
 

Functional block "Motors" whose interface is presented 
below, provides control of motors, conveyors, through frequency 
converters. It is an auxiliary block. 

 

FUNCTION_BLOCK Motors 
VAR_INPUT 
Start:BOOL;(*Start motor*) 
Stop:BOOL;(*Stop*) 
F_R:REAL; (*Set the speed of the motor *) 
SostW:WORD; (*state*) 
F_W:WORD; (*The current motor speed *) 
END_VAR 
VAR_OUTPUT 
Motor_On:BOOL;(* Motor included *) 
ComandaW:WORD; (*The command word to motor *) 
F_Com:WORD; (*Set the speed of the motor *) 
F_Actual:REAL; (*Read the motor speed *) 
Gotov:BOOL; (*Ready to work *) 
Pred:BOOL; (*Warning *) 
Alarm:BOOL; (*Motor accident *) 
END_VAR 
VAR 

 
The "Panel" block is executed as a program. It sends 

and receives data from the operator panel. In its composition are 
also included number of blocks intended for data transmission 
and reception from the operator panel. 

PROGRAM PANEL 
The "Man" visualization block is an auxiliary 

visualization. It operates independently from the operator panel 

and is installed on the control cabinet of the installation. It works 
in the development environment of "CodeSys" on the computer 
connected to the controller and allows the same manipulations as 
on the operator panel. In addition to them it also allows preview 
ofdata of the twenty last eggs that passed through the camera, 
monitoring of the current state of the process, configuration 
(change) of system settings of the installation not available to the 
operator and application of these changes in the permanent 
memory of the controller if necessary and other operations.  

A general view of the external auxiliary visualization is 
shown in Figure 7. 

 

 
 

Figure 7 - Auxiliary visualization 
 
OPERATOR PANEL SOFTWARE 
The operator panel is designed for industrial installation 

and is entrusted with the task of controlling the machine for 
sorting of eggs without interfering with the technological process. 
The operator panel can enable / disable, set the frequency of the 
conveyor motors, as shown in Figure 8, set the size of the sorting 
parameters (Figure 9), and show the number of eggs in each 
sorting tray - Main screen (Figure 10) [45]. 

 

 
 

Figure 8 - Motor control screen 
 

 
 

Figure 9 - The eggs sorting parameters screen 
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Figure 10 - Main Screen 
 

Results The results of experimental verification of the 
control system operation of the machine for automatically eggs 
sorting into categories with a tenfold repetition in static mode 
showed, that the technical vision system provides a fairly stable 
definition of the eggs parameters into different sizes. In dynamic 
mode, some additional errors are appeared, due to non-stable 
position of the eggs on the conveyor. The carried out 
experimental researches of the machine in a dynamic mode 
confirmed the efficiency of the system, algorithm and 
information-processing program about Indicators of egg quality 
in the flow. All units of the machine work in accordance with the 
functioning algorithm in real-time mode. 

Conclusion The operation control system of the 
machine for automatic sorting of eggs into categories provides 
division of eggs into categories by size in stream. Capturing and 
processing of the egg image is produced by smart camera 
according to the Vision Builder program,  triggered by optical 
sensor, and analysis of egg parameters and management of the 
process of egg division into categories is done by controller 
according to developed program in the CoDeSys environment. 
The controller software divides the eggs by size and shape into 
five categories, controls the mechanisms of conveyors and 
executive devices of the machine, configures the production 
parameters of the machine for automatic sorting from the 
operator panel, controls and monitors the machine from the 
operator panel or using an auxiliary "visualization" intended for 

the installer. The system allows control of the machine operation 
units in a dynamic mode.  
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